ELAN implements computational systems, a concept that combines rewriting logic with the powerful description of rewriting strategies. ELAN can be used either as a logical framework or to describe and execute deterministic as well as nondeterministic rule based processes. We present the general features of the language and outline some of the applications it has been used for.
1 Introduction elan n. 1. Enthusiastic vigor and liveness. 2. Style; air. Fr < OFr. eslan, rush < eslancer, to throw out: es-, out (< Lat. ex-) + lancer, to throw (< LLat. lanceare, to throw a lance < Lat. lancea, lance).]
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Starting from the idea that inference systems can be quite conveniently described by rewrite rules, we began in the early nineties the design and implementation of a language in which inference systems can be represented in a natural way, and executed reasonably e ciently. This led us quickly to formalise such a language using the conditional rewriting logic introduced by J. Meseguer Mes92] and to see ELAN as a logical framework where the frame logic is rewriting logic Vit94] .
In ELAN, a logic can be expressed by specifying its syntax and its inference rules. The syntax of the logic can be described using mix x operators as in the OBJ or Maude languages GKK + 87,CELM96]. The inference rules of the logic are described by conditional rewrite rules. In order to make the description executable, we introduced the notion of strategy KKV95a] . A computational system consists of a rewriting theory plus a strategy description. The underlying concepts are thus extremely simple and a natural question was to understand how far one can go in this direction, and how usable such a framework is. From the implementation of an interpretor rst and recently of a c 1997 Elsevier Science B. V.
compiler, we have experimented with the system many examples from small classical ones to large and complex ones. To summarize, ELAN provides the following main features:
A semantics based on many-sorted rewriting logic, A powerful language to express strategies of rewrite rule application, including dont-care and dont-know choices on strategies, A general pre-processor making easier the translation of a logic into rewriting logic, A standard library to facilitate user developments, Modular constructions via local or global importations as well as parametric modules, A generic mix x and user-de nable syntax, Associative commutative (AC) operators in interpreted mode, A very e cient compiler for ELAN programs without AC operators. The goal of this paper is to give a general presentation of the system and of some of the realisations it has been used for, in order to convince the reader that the approach is not only realistic but also extremely useful as a logical framework allowing to conduct both computations and deductions in a combined and very e cient way. After this introduction, the paper presents the general features of the ELAN language. Then we describe the interpretor and the compiler as well as their performances. We also describe the standard library as provided with the system distribution and we give a short description of some of the applications developed in the language such as constraint solving, logic programming or theorem proving.
2 A short description of ELAN 2.1 ELAN components Since we wanted ELAN to be modular, with a syntactic level well-adapted to the user needs, the language is designed in such a way that programming can be done at three di erent levels:
First the design of a computational system is done by the so-called superuser. Such a logic is used by the (standard) user in order to write a speci cation. Finally, the end-user evaluates queries in the speci cation, following the semantics described by the logic. A simple example, which description principle is summarised in Figure 1 , is the formalisation of syntactic uni cation where the tasks are divided as follows:
(i) the super-user describes in a generic way the uni cation inferences, i.e. a logic for uni cation, together with a strategy for the application of the inference rules, (ii) the user gives the speci cation of an algebra in which (s)he wants to unify terms; in this case, this is quite simple since it amounts to specify the function symbols of the considered term algebra, (iii) the end-user gives a uni cation problem.
The description of both the logic and the speci cation is done in the ELAN syntax, fully described in KKV95b] and which can be extended by the superuser. In this place, ELAN provides a parser for any context-free grammar. This gives the ability to express grammars in a natural way, and in particular to describe mix x syntax.
To allow a high degree of modularity, computational system descriptions for the ELAN interpreter are built from elementary pieces that are modules. A module can import other modules and de nes its own signature, that is the symbols used to express the syntax of statements and queries. It de nes also its own transition/rewrite rules useful to evaluate functions, and its strategies (potentially non-deterministic) for applying these rules. These descriptions are assumed to be done in les with speci c extensions: .lgi for the top level logic description, .eln for a module used in a logic description, .spc for a speci cation (a program written in the de ned logic).
To illustrate this, Figure 2 gives the module that the super user has to write in order to describe the derivative operation on simple polynomials. The user 3 then gives an actual signature in which he wants to execute the logic. In this simple case described in Figure 2 .1, it consists simply to de ne the variables on which the monomials are built. Notice that the syntax in which the user must describe the speci cation is xed by the super user in the description of the current logic. The logic is using modules that contain the description of the 
Strategies
Strategies is one of the main originality of ELAN. Practically, a strategy is a way to describe which computations the user is interested in. A strategy speci es where a given rule should be applied in the term to be reduced. From a theoretical point of view, a strategy is a subset of all proof terms de ned by the current rewrite theory. The application of a strategy to a term results in the (possibly empty) set of all terms that can be derived from the starting term using this strategy KKV95a]. When a strategy returns an empty set of terms, we say that it fails. The current version of the language allows a restricted but still powerful de nition of strategies that are built in two steps. The rst level consists of de ning regular expressions built on the alphabet of rule labels. Moreover a rule can be applied using a user-de ned strategy only at the top of a term. But this can be combined with a second level that consists of using strategies 4 module polyGeneric == In the next importation, the role of`anyIdenti er' is == fundamental in order to be able to parse the speci cation == described in the le`someVariables.spc' == and the query, without having to type quotes (\. .").
import global in the where construction of rule de nitions. We will see through examples that the expressive power of strategies in ELAN is far more than just regular expressions and that, because of the second level, rules can indeed be applied everywhere in a term. Note also that the next version of ELAN will provide the general strategy de nition mechanism described in BKK96].
The application of a rewrite rule in ELAN yields, in general, several results: i.e. there are several ways to apply a given conditional rule with local assignments. This is rst due to equational matching (currently only AC-matching) and second to the where assignment, since it may itself recursively return 5 several possible assignments for variables, due to the use of strategies.
Thus the language provides a way to handle this non-determinism. This is done using the basic strategy operators: dont care choose and dont know choose.
For a rewrite rule`: l ! r the strategy dont care choose(`) returns at most one result which is undeterministically taken among the possible results of the application of the rule. In practice, the current implementation returns the rst one.
On the contrary, if the`rule is applied using the dont know choose(`) strategy, then all possible results are computed and returned by the strategy. The implementation handles these several results by an appropriate backchaining operation.
This is extended to the application of several rules: the dont know choose strategy results in the application of all substrategies and yields the union of all results; the application of the dont care choose strategy returns the set of results of the rst non-failing. If all sub-strategies fail, then it fails too, i.e. it yields the empty set. Two strategies can be concatenated: this means that the second strategy will be applied on all results of the rst one. In order to allow the automatic concatenation of the same strategy, ELAN o ers the two iterators iterate and while. The strategy iterate corresponds to applying zero, then one, then two, ... n times the strategy to the starting term, until the strategy fails. Thus (iterate(s))t returns S 1 n=0 (s n )t. Notice that iterate returns the results one by one even when an in nite derivation exists. The strategy while iterates the strategy until it fails and return just the terms resulting of the last unfailing call of the strategy. It can thus be de ned as (while(s))t = (s n )t where (s n+1 )t fails.
In order to illustrate how strategies work, let us consider the example consisting of the extraction of the constituents of a list: The query is given by the end-user at the ELAN prompt level. There exist two kinds of rules: labelled ones like deriveSum in Figure 4 and unlabelled ones, like for instance:
To evaluate a query, the ELAN interpreter repeatedly rst normalises the term using unlabelled rules and then applies the transition rules according to the strategy. It works as follows:
Step 1 The current term is normalised using the unlabelled rules. This is done in order to perform functional evaluation and thus it is recommended to the user to provide a con uent and terminating unlabelled rewrite system to ensure termination and unicity of the result. This normalisation process is built-in in the evaluation mechanism and consists in a leftmost innermost normalisation. This should yield always a single result.
Step 2 Then one tries to apply on the normalised term a labelled rule following the strategy described in the logic description. This leads to a (possibly empty) set of terms. If this set is empty, then the evaluation backtracks to the last choice point; if it is not empty, then the evaluation goes on by setting a new choice point and evaluating one of the returned terms by going to step 1. (ii) The evaluation goes on by evaluating the expressions s n ; : : :; s 1 , one by one and in this order (i.e. from n to 1). 
The ELAN interpretor
The rst way to use ELAN is to run the interpretor using a command like:
elan polyGeneric.lgi someVariables.spc Then the user is prompted for a query to be reduced and the results are displayed. A top level command language allows the user to load modules, to run script les, to reduce terms, to display information on the internal state of the system, to trace at the appropriate level the execution of a strategy on a term. The interpretor o ers the evaluation of associative and commutative symbols. The group completion is the rule based description of the Knuth and Bendix algorithm. P5 completion is the completion of a term rewrite system which is a variation of the standard group presentation. The example \prolog queens8" consists in the execution of the Prolog program queens8 under the meta description of the Prolog interpretor in ELAN. primes and (naive) b are implementing the enumeration of bounded prime numbers and the computation of the nth Fibonacci number. For comparison, CamlSuperLight, the 8 latest version of the CAML compiler runs b 33 in 12.5 seconds.
One can notice that the number of rewrite per second varies in a wide range. This is mainly due to the facts that rst, the application of non-deterministic rewrite rules is less e cient due to the associated control and that second, we have only counted the successful rewrite, and for some examples there is a huge number of unsuccessful ones due to the speci c form of the rewrite system. This shows that the rewrite concept can now be implemented in such a way that it becomes quite competitive with either functional programming (when deterministic) or logic programming (when nondeterministic), even when combining together these two concepts.
The standard library
In ELAN the user has the possibility to start from nothing and to create his own world, using a non-conditional rewriting logic 1 . Nevertheless in most cases, users are interested in using standard data structures to build their own ones. So we provide several standard useful built-ins described below. We also provide standard objects like terms in an ELAN written library called the \standard library". ELAN can be used without any reference to this library, except for what concerns the use of the built-in objects. This library has been designed to be small and as e cient as possible. In particular no AC operators is used. The resulting code is more e cient, at the price of sometimes heavier descriptions. But this allows using the current version of the ELAN compiler, with the advantages previously mentioned.
Built-ins
Booleans ELAN provides the true and false values and introduces the bool module. These two values are built-in and are deeply connected to the implementation of conditions in rewrite rules. To enrich the booleans, polymorphic equality and disequality are de ned and are also built-in.
Numbers
Numbers can of course be created \by hand", but we choose in ELAN to provide built-in integers and oating point computations. Floating point computations, as provided by the C compiler used for creating your ELAN version, are available using the double module.
Identi ers
Two important built-in modules concern identi ers. First the standard ones (i.e. without quotes) and a similar version but with quotes. In fact quoted identi ers are often used by the super user when de ning a logic in order to avoid syntactic con icts at parsing time. Unquoted identi ers are mostly used in speci cations.
Elementary term computations
Since they are of primarily use in symbolic computations on terms (and remember that everything in ELAN is a term except the built-ins), several operations like taking the subterm at a given position, or replacing a subterm by another term, are provided as built-ins.
Standard ELAN modules
Based on the above built-ins, the following modules are provided. They are all written in ELAN and are easily modi able.
Parameterised pairs and parameterised lists are provided with their standard strategies. Terms (with or without variables) are built as a parameterised module that uses its own reference. Note that one di culty is that the signature is coming from the speci cation given by the programmer. Substitutions on terms are also provided, as well as equations, system of equations and syntactic uni cation.
Basic computations on atoms are available in the same spirit as for terms. Finally several modules are given for describing a possible syntax for the user speci cations. More complicated syntax (e.g. mix x) can also be de ned.
Contributed works
This section surveys several examples that have been fully developed using ELAN. It shows that the rule-based approach of general deduction as presented in MOM93], as well as more speci c processes, like uni cation advocated for example in JK91], can be realistically used in order to directly implement these concepts.
Mini Prolog and narrowing
A simple programming language based on Horn clause logic and SLD-resolution has been implemented in ELAN and is fully described in Vit94,KKV95a].
In Horn clause logic, formulas are of the form A ( B 1 ; : : :; B n with A; B i being atoms, and a theory is given by a signature and a set of formulas. SLDresolution is mainly described with two rules that are direct translations of the resolution and re ection rules.
In the same vein, the constraint narrowing process has been described. Thanks to its modularity, it can be easily combined with commutative unication giving in a very simple and elegant way the rst (to our knowledge) implementation of commutative narrowing. 10
Constraint solving
We have experimented the use of ELAN on many constraint solving mechanisms including syntactic uni cation (which is provided in the standard library), commutative uni cation but also disuni cation as well as certain ordering constraints based on the recursive path ordering. More recently, ELAN has been used in formalising the consistency techniques used for the constraint satisfaction problem. As described in Cas96], this provides a nice application of computational systems to the rule-based formalization of these techniques.
Finally let us mention the prototypal use of ELAN in the preprocessing of the nite domain constraints given to the ILOG solver PL95]. The idea consists in transforming the input constraints into a well-suited representation to allow the best possible propagation by the solver. At this occasion, Gauss elimination, simpli cation and elementary computations on polynomials have been encoded in ELAN.
Constraint Solving Combination
Based on theoretical works on the modular combination of constraint solvers (see e.g. BS95,Rin96a,KR94]), we are now using the capability of ELAN to interact with external programs in order to combine constraint solvers. The main idea developed in Rin96b] is to incorporate built-in computations that need special data structures to be e cient. Typically, ELAN provides syntactic uni cation from which commutative uni cation can be derived just be adding another decomposition rule for commutative symbols. For ACuni cation (uni cation modulo an associative and commutative symbol) the algorithm is quite more complicated, and needs in particular to solve linear Diophantine equations. On the other hand, quite e cient implementations of AC-uni cation already exist. It is thus natural to use ELAN in order to described the constraint combination logic and then to run the individual constraint solvers, either as built-ins (e.g. for AC-uni cation) or with their ELAN description (e.g. for commutative uni cation).
Completion
One of our initial goal in designing ELAN was to provide a logical framework in order to perform proof of program properties. A step toward this goal is thus to describe completion of a rewrite system in order to be able to perform proof of termination and con uence of equational speci cations. This has been done in ELAN using the general approach of deduction with constraints KKR90]. This allows having an executable description of the deduction process which is the same as the rule-based one commonly used in papers. Furthermore, the exible strategy description allowed by ELAN gives to the implementer the possibility to experiment various completion approaches. Figure 5 gives an idea of the way we encoded it in ELAN. This is described in KM95] . 5.5 Higher-order uni cation Considering a logical framework like ELAN based on rewriting logic which is essentially rst-order, one question arises quickly: \how convenient is such a framework to express higher-order features?". A rst answer is given in DHK95], where uni cation in the simply typed lambda-calculus is expressed in the rst-order equational calculus of explicit substitutions. This has been implemented in ELAN in a quite natural way, both in the general case Bor95] and in the restricted situation of patterns described in DHKP96].
Conclusion
The ELAN system has been designed and implemented with the general intent to understand the concrete power and usefulness of rewriting for both deduction and computation. This naturally takes place in the current stream of several works on logical frameworks. In our case, the base framework is rewriting logic. The various experiments made possible by the existing implementation have shown the fundamental interest of such a logical framework at the edge between logic and computation. The powerful notion of strategy, that we have designed and implemented, allows us to describe, in the potential search space, the deductions that one wants to explore, and to guide the computations so that they become more e cient.
This work and many others stemming from the seminal idea of rewriting logic lead the way to an exciting research eld, where many general questions 12 are arising, among which we can mention: the use of computational systems for the design of an integrated proof environnement where the programs, the proofs, the provers and their proof plans, but also speci c decision procedures, can all be designed and executed in the same uniform framework, the use of rewriting logic for inductive reasoning, the re ective power of rewriting logic, the complexity of mapping from a given logic to rewriting logic, the relationships between linear and rewriting logics, the comparison with other logical frameworks 2 . The work on term rewriting, started now 25 years ago, allowed very strong theoretical interests and results to emerge. But it has encountered sceptiscism because of the relative ine ciency of rewriting as a computation and a fortiori as a deduction process. One main originality of ELAN is its capability to perform deterministic and non-deterministic computations, thanks to the dont-know and dont-care choose operators on strategies. The current implementation of ELAN with in particular its compiler, shows that the ine ciency criticism is no more valid, since deterministic as well as undeterministic rewriting can be executed as fast as the best compiled logical languages like ML or CLP. We get now the evidence that rewriting is combining the descriptive and computational power needed for many applications in a unique yet very simple concept. Thus, because of the crucial role played by rewriting in this context, many of the questions studied during the last decades surface again under the more genral point of view of transition systems, since the intended semantics is no more restricted to the (up to now) standard equational interpretation.
From the more speci c point of view of ELAN, several works are under development. Let us mention some of them.
A system for performing input/ouput is currently being designed Vir96]. We are investigating the extension of the language, and its interpretor and compiler, to the order-sorted rewriting case with built-in theories like associativity and commutativity. Since quite complicated proofs can be achieved using the system (for example the full trace of the execution of the completion process mentioned above could be as big as several 100 Mo), appropriate tools for editing and understanding such proofs are under design.
Internalizing the proof terms and the strategies in the logic is an extremely powerful idea that allows in particular to de ne strategies using the concept of computational system. Investigations in this direction are described in BKK96]. A rst indication of the re ective power of a framework is to be able to express its own evaluation. In ELAN, it is possible to express in a very natural way the rewriting process itself Vit94, KKV95a] . We are now investigating the re ective power of the rewriting logic in this context and the introduction of re ective capabilities in ELAN, as proposed in KM96]. Rewriting logic is a natural framework to express concurrency, but conversely it it quite challenging to use concurrent rewriting to e ciently execute deductions and computations. We have rst investigated this line of research in KV90], designing an implementation of ne grained concurrent rewriting together with its garbage collector Alo95] for unconditional as well as conditional rewriting AK96]. The implementation ReCo runs on various parallel architectures and we currently investigate the de nition of speci c strategies for concurrent rewriting. Further information on the ELAN system, including the current distribution of the system, can be found at the following address:
http://www.loria.fr/equipe/protheo.html/PROJECTS/ELAN/elan.html.
